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Abstract—Sparse representation has been widely used in image
classification. Sparsity-based algorithms are, however, known to
be time consuming. Meanwhile, recent work has shown that it
is the collaborative representation (CR) rather than the sparsity
constraint that determines the performance of the algorithm. We
therefore propose a nonlocal joint CR classification method with
a locally adaptive dictionary (NJCRC-LAD) for hyperspectral
image (HSI) classification. This paper focuses on the working
mechanism of CR and builds the joint collaboration model (JCM).
The joint-signal matrix is constructed with the nonlocal pixels of
the test pixel. A subdictionary is utilized, which is adaptive to the
nonlocal signal matrix instead of the entire dictionary. The proposed NJCRC-LAD method is tested on three HSIs, and the experimental results suggest that the proposed algorithm outperforms
the corresponding sparsity-based algorithms and the classical
support vector machine hyperspectral classifier.
Index Terms—Classification, hyperspectral imagery, joint
collaboration model, k-nearest neighbor (K-NN), sparse
representation.

I. I NTRODUCTION

H

YPERSPECTRAL imaging spectrometer data, which
represent a function of the wavelength with a large spectral range and a high spectral resolution, can facilitate the superior discrimination of land cover types [1], [2]. In supervised
classification [3], [4], the label of each test pixel is determined
by the corresponding training samples from each class. The
support vector machine (SVM) classifier [5], which aims to
find an optimal separating hyperplane between two classes to
solve the binary classification problem, and some variations of
the SVM-based algorithms, such as relevance vector machines
(RVMs) [6], have been proved to be efficient tools for dealing with the classification problems of high-dimensional data
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and have shown excellent performance in hyperspectral image
(HSI) classification.
In the last few years, sparse-representation-based classification (SRC) [7], [8], as a linear regression approach with
sparse-norm regularization, has been widely used in various
pattern recognition applications and computer vision areas [9]–
[13]. Several variants based on SRC [14]–[17] have also been
implemented in HSI classification and have shown excellent
performances. Chen et al. [14] utilized the spectral and contextual information of the HSI and proposed a joint sparse representation classification (JSRC) method under the assumption of
a joint sparsity model (JSM) [18]. Sami ul Haq et al. [16] introduced a fast and robust sparse approach for HSI classification
using just a few labeled samples. Qian et al. [17] proposed a
hyperspectral feature extraction and pixel classification method
based on structured sparse logistic regression and 3-D discrete
wavelet transform texture features. Although these sparsitybased approaches can give better performances than the conventional HSI classifiers [19], [20], the computation costs for the
methods mentioned earlier are quite high as the sparsity norm
is a complicated procedure in optimization computation.
Zhang et al. [21] further revealed that it is not necessary
to regularize the sparse coefficient α by the computationally
expensive 1 -norm regularization when the feature dimension
is high enough. They pointed out that it is the collaborative
representation (CR), which represents the test pixel collaboratively with training samples from all the classes, rather than
the sparsity constraint, that determines the performance of the
algorithm and proposed several specific classifiers based on CR
for face recognition. Since the hyperspectral pixel denoted by a
vector is also a high-dimensional signal, the CR classification
with regularized least squares (RLS) (referred to as CRC in this
paper) scheme may be more suitable for HSI processing. CRC
implements the CR by an 2 -norm-regularized linear regression
scheme with much lower computational cost. Compared with
the sparsity-based classification algorithms, CRC can achieve
a very competitive accuracy and has a significantly lower
complexity.
In this paper, we focus on the CR working mechanism and
propose a novel Frobenius-norm linear-regression-constrained
nonlocal joint CR classification method with a locally adaptive
dictionary (NJCRC-LAD) for hyperspectral imagery. The contributions of this paper are in three aspects. First, we propose
a general joint collaboration model inspired by the JSM to
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incorporate the neighborhood information. In hyperspectral imagery, the pixels in a small patch often consist of materials with
similar characteristics, which can be simultaneously linearly
represented by the same feature subspace. Second, a nonlocal
joint-signal matrix construction method is introduced, with the
consideration of rejecting the dissimilar neighboring pixels. As
the superiority of the simultaneous linear representation will
work if and only if the signal matrix fulfills the assumption of
sharing a commonly represented pattern, as introduced in [22],
we
√ the most similar K spectrally correlated pixels in a
√ select
T × T spatial patch and construct a nonlocal joint-signal
matrix by stacking these pixels. Finally, a locally adaptive
dictionary construction approach is presented. The pixel to be
tested is collaboratively represented over the locally adaptive
dictionary without the whole dictionary. In this paper, we make
use of k-nearest neighbor (K-NN) [23]–[26] to constrain the
discriminated projections, and then require that the test sample
should be represented by these selected training samples. To
sum up these contributions, the proposed NJCRC-LAD method
aims at realizing the pixels with a nonlocal self-similarity to be
simultaneously reconstructed in locally collaborative learning,
thereby acquiring an improved HSI classification performance
with a reasonable computational burden.
We now introduce the relationship between the proposed
NJCRC-LAD method and the other conventional hyperspectral
classifiers. Although SVM and RVM also make use of sparse
support vectors/sparse relative vectors, the CR-based classifier
is different from these conventional hyperspectral classifiers
(multinomial logistic regression, SVM, and its extension RVM)
in the following aspects. First, the SVM and its variation benchmarks are all binary classifiers, while the CR-based classifier
works from a reconstruction point of view and labels the pixel
from the multiple classes directly. Second, when a new training
sample joins the training set, the dictionary of the proposed
algorithm can easily contain this sample without retraining the
model, whereas the other classifiers need to retrain the model
for the new training data. Last but not the least, the conventional
classifiers have an explicit and time-consuming training stage
and are trained only once to obtain the fixed parameters, which
will be used to classify all of the test data. On the other hand,
with our proposed CR-based approach, a CR vector for each
test pixel is estimated, utilizing a set of specific locally adaptive
training samples from the entire training data set. That is to say,
the conventional classifiers will cost more time in the training
stage, while the dominant cost for the NJCRC-LAD classifier
comes from the representation estimation stage.
The remaining parts of this paper are organized as follows.
Section II briefly introduces the CR mechanism and two standard specific classifiers (SRC and CRC). Section III proposes
the NJCRC-LAD algorithm for hyperspectral imagery. The
experimental results of the proposed algorithm are given in
Section IV. Finally, Section V concludes this paper.

dictionary. We then describe the existing classifiers (i.e., SRC
[7], [8], and CRC [21]) and their corresponding regularizations.
A. General CR Model
In the general CR model, the spectral signature of the test
pixel is approximated by the training samples from all the
classes. Every hyperspectral pixel can be denoted as a Bdimensional vector, where B refers to the number of bands of
the HSI. Suppose that we have M distinct classes and stack
the given Ni (i = 1, . . . , M ) training pixels from the ith class
as columns of a subdictionary Ai = [ai,1 , ai,2 , . . . , ai,Ni ] ∈
i
; then, the collaborative dictionary A ∈ RB×N with
RB×N
N= M
i Ni is constructed by combining all the subdictionaries {Ai }i=1,...,M . In the CR model, the hyperspectral signal
s which belongs to the ith class can be collaboratively represented as a linear combination of all the given training samples
s = Aα + ε = A1 α1 + · · · + Ai αi + · · · + AM αM + ε
= Ai α i +

M


Aj αj + ε ∈ RB

(1)

j=1,j=i

where the whole space constitutes a dominant low-dimensional
subspace spanned by Ai and a complementary subspace
spanned by the rest of the training samples, which can be
considered as an external collaborative partner to the dominant
subspace. The vector α associated with the whole dictionary
can be denoted as a general CR coefficient. For a signal s
from class i, the simplest method to find its label is by the
least squares method, which can be expressed as class(s) =
arg mini s − Ai αi 22 . However, in practice, a pixel with some
light disturbance may be misclassified to class j (j = i) as
s − Ai αi 22 > s − Aj αj 22 , which leads to an unstable
classification result [21]. This problem can be much alleviated
by regularization. A general model of CR can be represented as
α̂ = arg min s − Aαq
α

s.t. αp ≤ ε

where ε is a small threshold and p and q are equal to one or two.
Different settings of p and q lead to different instantiations of
the CR model. In theory, p and q represent the distribution of
the image noise and the prior of the coefficient, the range of p
is [0, ∞), and that of q is (0, ∞).
B. Reconstruction and Classification of HSI via CR
In the well-known SRC scheme [7], [8], p is set as one
while q is set as one or two to handle the face recognition
problem, with or without occlusion/corruption, respectively.
For hyperspectral imagery with Gaussian noise, we set q as two,
and the Lagrangian dual form of this case can be shown as
α̂ = arg min {s − Aα2 + λα1 }
α

II. C LASSIFICATION OF HSI VIA CR
In this section, we first introduce the general model of
CR in hyperspectral imagery by reconstructing the test pixel
by a linear combination of training samples over the global

(2)

(3)

where the parameter λ is a tradeoff between the data fidelity
term and the coefficient prior. The 1 -norm regularization
[27]–[30] in this formulation suggests that the signal should be
classified to the class which can faithfully represent it using less
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and nonlocal similar training samples [21]. λ makes a tradeoff
between the sparsity constraint term and the data fidelity term.
The class of signal s can be determined by minimizing the
residual ri (i.e., the error between s and the linearly recovered
approximated result from the training samples in the ith class)
class(s) = arg
= arg

min ri (s)

i=1,...,M

min s − Ai α̂i 2 .

i=1,...,M

(4)

While this classifier can achieve an excellent classification
performance, it should be noted that the 1 -norm optimization
problem is quite time consuming because of the computational complexity caused by the nonsmoothing constraint. For
classification, Zhang et al. [21] suggested that the nonsparse
2 -norm regularization could play a similar role to the sparse
norm in enhancing the discrimination of representation. In
order to reduce the complexity of the algorithm and impose the
role of CR, the 1 -norm sparsity constraint is replaced by the
2 -norm “sparsity constraint” [21] in the CRC scheme
α̂ = arg min {s − Aα2 + λα2 }
α

(5)

where λ is the regularization parameter. This regularization
term in (5) not only ensures that the least squares solution is
stable but also introduces a weaker “sparsity-based” constraint
than the 1 -norm regularization. For classification, where α̂i is
the coding vector associated with class i, the 2 -norm α̂i 2
also brings some discriminative information. The classification
rule for CRC via RLS is denoted as
class(s) = arg

min s − Ai α̂i 2 /α̂i 2 .

i=1,...,M

(6)

from a given structured dictionary. That is, the corresponding
dominant subspace for these pixels should be the same, and
the atoms in the subspace are weighted with a different set of
coefficients for each pixel.
We next illustrate this model with an HSI patch, where pixels
are assumed to consist of similar materials. We denote sp as the
spectral signal of one pixel p in this patch. With a given B × N
structured dictionary A, sp can be linearly represented as
sp = Aαp + εp = Ai αi,p +

This section is organized as follows. We first build the
general joint CR model and point out that the JSM and JCM
are both specific instantiations of the general model. Second,
we incorporate nonlocal spatial neighborhood information in
the joint CR classifier by constructing a nonlocal joint-signal
matrix, which consists of the highly correlated pixels in the
neighboring window of the test one. Next, we restrict the
global training samples to construct a locally adaptive dictionary which caters to the CR in the hyperspectral feature
space. Finally, we integrate the individual modules described
previously into a supervised NJCRC-LAD for hyperspectral
imagery.
A. General Joint CR Model and Joint CR Classification
Inspired by the JSM [18] used in HSI classification [14] and
its superior performance, we build the general joint CR model
by extending the vector-oriented general CR model to the 2-D
matrix case, to improve the representation result by exploiting
the spatial correlation across neighboring pixels. In this model,
we consider that the HSI pixels with high spectral similarities
are approximated by a linear combination of common atoms

M


Aj αj,p + εp

(7)

j=1,j=i

where Ai denotes the low-dimensional dominant subspace and
εp is a random noise vector. As another pixel q located in the
same patch consists of similar materials to sp , it can also be
approximated by a linear combination of the same dominant
subspace and its collaborative partner
sq = Aαq + εq = Ai αi,q +

M


Aj αj,q + εq

(8)

j=1,j=i

where pixel q corresponds to the same dominant subspace Ai
with pixel p.
Let the neighboring window size be set as T , and the
HSI patch is stacked to construct the joint-signal matrix S =
[s1 s2 · · · sT ] with the size of B × T . Using the joint collaboration model, S can be represented by
S = [s1 s2 · · · sT ] = [Aα1 + ε1 Aα2 + ε2 · · · AαT + εT ]
= A [α1 α2 · · · αT ] +Σ



Ψ

= Ai Ψ i +
III. N ONLOCAL JCRC W ITH A L OCALLY
A DAPTIVE C ONSTRAINT
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M


Aj Ψ j + Σ

(9)

j=1,j=i

where Ψ is a set of all the coefficient vectors {αt }t=1,...,T and
Ψi is the subset of Ψ. It is assumed that all the neighboring
pixels share the same low-dimensional dominant subspace with
different coefficients. Σ is the model noise matrix corresponding to the joint-signal matrix.
Corresponding to the general CR model, the general joint CR
model can be represented as
Ψ̂ = arg min {S − AΨp }
Ψ

s.t. prior(Ψ)

(10)

where different p’s and priors of the coefficient matrix lead to
different instantiations of this general model. When setting p as
the Frobenius norm and the sparse row prior constraint to the
coefficient matrix, this model tends to the JSM in [14].
In hyperspectral imagery, by assuming that the scene contains only Gaussian noise, the joint-signal matrix S can be
reconstructed by solving the following joint collaborative recovery via a Frobenius-norm optimization problem:

(11)
Ψ̂ = arg min S − AΨ2F + λΨ2F .
Ψ

Corresponding to the JSM, this equation is referred to as the
JCM. The solution of the joint collaborative coding with RLS
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in (11) can be easily and analytically derived as
Ψ̂ = (A A + λ · I)−1 A · S

(12)

where A is the transpose of A. It should be noted that, from
the perspective of mathematical computation, the coefficient
matrix Ψ̂ can be obtained by separately stacking the coefficient
vectors (A A + λ · I)−1 A · S for every pixel si in S. For
consistence and convenience, the induced classification method
is still referred to as JCRC. Once the coefficient matrix Ψ̂ is
obtained, analogous to (6), the classification rule of the JCRC
method is denoted as
class(s) = arg

min S − Ai Ψ̂i 2F /Ψ̂i 2F .

i=1,...,M

(13)

B. Nonlocal Joint-Signal Matrix
While similar pixels tend to locate in an image spatial patch,
there will still be neighborhood pixels with low correlation in
heterogeneous areas, particularly around the image edges. It is
not a good idea to roughly construct the joint-signal matrix by
picking all the available spatial neighboring pixels around the
central test one. In this section, we introduce a nonlocal jointsignal matrix construction approach to reject the dissimilar
neighboring pixels.
We select a large neighborhood
√
√ window centered at test
pixel sc , with a size of T × T . We consider that only
K − 1 (K ≤ T − 1) neighboring pixels are similar to the test
pixel and should be stacked into the nonlocal joint-signal matrix
SK , and the other pixels in the neighborhood window are
discarded. The K-NN method is used to construct the jointsignal submatrix by
simi = S · sc

(14)

where S denotes the transpose of the neighboring signal set
S which is sized as T and sc is the test pixel. First, we calculate the correlation between every pixel in the neighborhood
window and the test pixel sc and get the correlation vectors
simi. We then sort the correlation coefficient vectors simi
in a descending order and select the first K most correlated
signals {sk }k=1,...,K to the test pixel sc from S. It is obvious
that the first one is the test pixel sc itself, and the rest of
the K − 1 pixels are the ones which are the most correlated
pixels with the central test pixel sc . It is believed that the K
pixels {sk }k=1,...,K share a “common collaboration pattern”
(the corresponding signal matrix is called the nonlocal jointsignal matrix in this paper) as they are selected by the measure
of the correlations, not the spatial distance.
C. Locally Adaptive Dictionary
The working mechanism of CR is that some samples from
other classes can be useful to represent the test pixel when
training samples belonging to different classes share certain
similarities [21]. In this way, atoms in the dictionary should
be very similar in some certain feature pattern to each other
in order to faithfully represent the test sample. However, one
notable fact is that the spectral signals of different classes share

certain similarities as well as some differences. The fact that
the spectral characteristics of several classes share similarities
means that some samples from class j may be useful to represent the test pixel with label i. Meanwhile, it is also natural
that the samples from class k may have a negative effect on
the coding of the test pixel with label i when class i is quite
different from class k. To the best of our knowledge, most CRbased classification methods [21], [31]–[33] utilize the set of all
the high-dimensional training samples as the global dictionary,
which can be considered as a highly redundant dictionary for a
specific test pixel. In the hyperspectral classification case, for
each test pixel, such a “general” dictionary is optimal when
many training samples in this highly redundant dictionary are
irrelevant to the test pixel. That is to say, these irrelevant samples may reduce the representation accuracy. Furthermore, as
suggested in [23] and [34], locality is more important than sparsity, as locality must lead to sparsity, but not necessarily vice
versa. We therefore propose to utilize an adaptive subdictionary
selection strategy constrained by locality for the CR. The
superior effectiveness of the adaptive subdictionary has been
discussed in [35] for image restoration, and we here investigate
the performance in HSI classification.
As described in the previous section, for the hyperspectral
pixel sc to be tested, we construct the nonlocal joint hyperspectral signal matrix SK . Our next task is to pick L training
samples from all the training samples and construct the adaptive subdictionary for the current hyperspectral test pixel sc .
Again, we use the K-NN method as the subdictionary selection scheme. First, we normalize each column of the general
dictionary A and that of the SK via 2 norm. We continue
computing the correlation between each dictionary atom ai and
the nonlocal joint hyperspectral signal matrix SK of the current
test pixel sc
corri = ai • SK 1

(15)

where ai is the transpose of ai , which is the ith atom of the
whole dictionary, and corri is the corresponding correlation
value. We acquire a correlation set corr_set, in which each
element reflects the correlation between the dictionary atom and
the current test pixel. We then sort corr_set in a descending
order and select the first L atoms from the global dictionary,
which are considered as the active ones and are used to construct the locally adaptive dictionary AL for the test pixel sc . In
addition, we also set an indicator set I with N elements, where
Ii = 1 means that the ith atom of A is active and can be found
in AL . Thus, it has the remarkable property that, under very
mild conditions, the error rate of the K-NN selection method
tends to the Bayes optimal value as the sample size tends to
infinity [36].
In the hyperspectral classification case, the following aspects
should be considered. First, the locally adaptive subdictionary
AL for each test pixel is specific, so we should preconstruct
it before the joint collaborative coding of the test pixel. The
second tip is that the specific new subdictionary does not need
to be overcomplete and is much smaller than the original
dictionary A, so the linear CR process of the test pixel is
quicker and more stable than the JSRC method [14].
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D. Final Classification Scheme of HSI
To summarize these three sections, the NJCRC-LAD can be
represented as

L
(16)
Ψ̂ = arg min SK − AL ΨL 2F + λΨL 2F
Ψl

L

where Ψ̂ refers to the local coefficient matrix corresponding
to the locally adaptive dictionary AL . The coefficient matrix
L
Ψ̂ can be solved via (12).
g
We nextacquire the global coefficient matrix Ψ̂ ∈ RN ×K
and N = M
i Ni by copying the row vectors corresponding to
the active dictionary atoms from ΨL and setting the other rows
as zero. The specific scheme for the global coefficient matrix
construction is shown in Algorithm 1.
Once the global coefficient matrix is obtained, the label of
the center pixel sc is determined by the following classification
rule:
class(sc ) = arg min

i=1,...,M

g

g

SK − Ai Ψ̂i F /Ψ̂i F

(17)
g
Ψ̂i

where Ai is a subpart of A associated with class i and
denotes the portion of the recovered collaborative coefficients
g
Ψ̂ for the ith class.
g

Algorithm 1: Global coefficient matrix Ψ̂ construction
L

Input: 1) The local coefficient matrix Ψ̂ ∈ RL×K ; and
2) indicator set I with N elements, and Ii = 0 or 1, for i =
1, . . . , N , in which “1” means that the corresponding dictionary atom is active and “0” means inactive.
g
Initialization: Set the initial global coefficient matrix Ψ̂ ∈
N ×K
R
as a zero matrix, and set an indicator v = 1
For i = 1 to N
if Ii = 1;
g
L
Ψ̂ (i, :) = Ψ̂ (v, :);
v + +;
End if
End For
g
Output: The global coefficient matrix Ψ̂
The implementation details of the proposed NJCRC-LAD
algorithm are shown in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2: The NJCRC-LAD algorithm for HSI
classification
Input: 1) An HSI containing training samples, in which the
test pixel located at p can be represented as sp ∈ RB , where
B denotes the number of bands
2) Parameters: Column number L of the compact subdictionary AL , regulation parameter λ, spatial neighborhood
size T , and the number K of spectral signals in the jointsignal matrix
Initialization: Construct the entire dictionary A by stacking
all the training samples in this HSI, and normalize every column of A to have a unit 2 norm
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For each pixel in the HSI:
1) Construct the initial joint-signal matrix S =
[s1 s2 · · · sT ] ∈ RB×T , where p is located at the center of
the neighborhood window, and normalize the columns of S
to have a unit 2 norm
2) Select and construct the nonlocal joint collaborative
matrix SK among S via the K-NN approach
3) Select and stack the L atoms in A over the indicator set
I to construct the locally adaptive compact dictionary AL
4) Code SK over AL with (16)
g
5) Construct the global coefficient matrix Ψ̂ via
Algorithm 1
6) Compute the residuals and label the test pixel with (17)
7) Turn to the next test pixel
End For
Output: A 2-D matrix which records the labels of the HSI

IV. E XPERIMENTS
In this section, we investigate the effectiveness of the proposed NJCRC-LAD algorithm with three HSIs. The classifiers
of SVM with radial basis function kernel [2], [5], [36], CRC
[21], SRC with an improved 1 -norm algorithm called the
least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO) [37],
[38], and JSRC with a greedy pursuit algorithm (referred to as
simultaneous orthogonal matching pursuit in [14]) are used as
benchmarks in this paper. In addition, two simplified versions
of the proposed NJCRC-LAD method are also included in the
comparisons. One is the CR classification with a locally adaptive dictionary (referred to as CRC-LAD), which can be considered as a special case of NJCRC-LAD where the nonlocal
joint-signal matrix is just the central test pixel itself. The other
one is the nonlocal joint CR classification algorithm, which uses
the general dictionary in the joint CR signal reconstruction process. For simplicity, the SRC and JSRC methods are referred to
as sparsity-based methods, and the CRC, CRC-LAD, NJCRC,
and NJCRC-LAD algorithms are called collaboration-based
methods. All the experiments were carried out using MATLAB
on a computer machine with one 2.20-GHz processor and
4.0 GB of RAM.
A. AVIRIS Data Set: Indian Pines Image
This scene was gathered by the Airborne Visible/Infrared
Imaging Spectrometer (AVIRIS) sensor over the Indian Pines
test site in Northwest Indiana and consists of 145 × 145 pixels
and 220 spectral reflectance bands in the wavelength range
0.4–2.5 μm. The false-color composite of the Indian Pines
image is shown in Fig. 1(a). We also reduced the number of
bands to 200 by removing bands covering the regions of water
absorption: 104–108, 150–163, and 220, as referred to in [34].
In this experiment, we randomly sampled 9% of the data in
each class as the training samples and the remainder as the test
samples. This image contains 16 ground-truth classes, and the
numbers of the training and test sets are shown in Table I. The
training and test sets are visually shown in Fig. 1(b) and (c),
respectively.
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Fig. 1. Classification results for the Indian Pines image: (a) False-color image (R: 57, G: 27, B: 17), (b) training set, (c) test set, (d) SVM, (e) CRC, (f) SRC,
(g) CRC-LAD, (h) JSRC, (i) NJCRC, and (j) NJCRC-LAD.
TABLE I
S IXTEEN G ROUND -T RUTH C LASSES OF THE AVIRIS I NDIAN P INES
DATA S ET AND THE T RAINING AND T EST S ETS FOR E ACH C LASS

The regularized parameter λ for these four 2 -norm-based
classification algorithms (we consider that the Frobenius norm
is an 2 norm for the matrix in this paper) ranges from 1 × 10−7
to 1 × 10−2 . The column number L of the locally adaptive
subdictionary AL in CRC-LAD and NJCRC-LAD ranges from
L = 10 to L = 120. For the NJCRC and NJCRC-LAD algorithms, the number of joint signals K is chosen between K = 5
and K = 60, and the neighborhood window size T ranges
from 9 to 289. The optimal parameter setting for the NJCRCLAD method is as follows: L = 110, λ = 1 × 10−5 , T = 81,
and K = 45. The corresponding optimal parameter setting for
CRC-LAD is λ = 1 × 10−5 and L = 55; for NJCRC, it is
λ = 1 × 10−5 , T = 81, and K = 45; and for CRC, it is λ =
1 × 10−5 . The parameters for SVM and SRC are set as the
corresponding optimal parameters, and the optimal size of the
spatial neighborhood in JSRC is 25.
The classification maps of the various classification methods
are visually shown in Fig. 1(d)–(j). The quantitative accuracy results, which consist of the classification accuracy for
every class, the overall accuracy, and the kappa coefficient,

are shown in Table II. Comparing the classification results of
NJCRC over those of CRC, it can be clearly observed that
the nonlocal neighborhood information can indeed support the
classification performance. The improvement of CRC-LAD
over CRC suggests that the locally adaptive dictionary is also
helpful in improving the classification accuracy. It can also be
observed that, by simultaneously incorporating the nonlocal
neighborhood information and utilizing the locally adaptive
subdictionary, the proposed NJCRC-LAD algorithm leads to
the best classification map among all the classifiers.
In this image, we consider Classes 1, 4, 7, 9, 15, and 16 as
small classes, and the size of each class is shown in Table I.
It can be seen that the CRC classification results for these
classes are quite poor, as shown in Table II, and are even zero
in Classes 1, 7, and 9. It seems that CR cannot work well for
these classes. In fact, this phenomenon is mainly caused by
the lack of training samples for the associated class. In this
case, the 2 -norm regularization will magnify the weight of
the interference atoms and will finally misidentify the pixel,
while SRC with the sparsity norm can alleviate this problem
by restricting the support to a subset of the dictionary, not the
entire dictionary. It can also be observed that this problem is
alleviated with the help of the locally adaptive dictionary in the
CRC-LAD and NJCRC-LAD methods. In addition, the locally
adaptive dictionary imposes the locality constraint, which is
equivalent or even superior to the “sparsity constraint” in the
sparsity-based algorithms [23].
We next demonstrate the relationship between CR, sparsity,
and the locally adaptive dictionary constraint in Figs. 2 and 3.
We randomly select a test pixel which belongs to Class 6 and is
located at (111, 75) in the Indian Pines HSI and represent it by
SRC with 0 - and 1 -norm regularizations, CRC with 2 -norm
regularization, and CRC-LAD with 2 -norm regularization. We
also calculate the coefficients of the patch pixels around the
test one using the joint sparse representation algorithm with
row,0 - and 1,2 -norm regularizations, NJCRC with Frobeniusnorm regularization, and NJCRC-LAD with Frobenius-norm
regularization. Fig. 2 shows the recovered coefficients of the
current test pixel under the various norms, and Fig. 3 shows
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TABLE II
C LASSIFICATION ACCURACY FOR THE I NDIAN P INES I MAGE W ITH THE T EST S ET

Fig. 2. Estimated construction coefficients for the pixel located at (111, 75) in the Indian Pines image. (a) Estimated sparse 0 coefficients in SRC (the orthogonal
matching pursuit [39] algorithm), (b) estimated sparse 1 coefficients in SRC (the LASSO algorithm), (c) estimated 2 coefficients in the CRC algorithm,
(d) estimated locality-constrained 2 coefficients in the CRC-LAD algorithm, (e) estimated row,0 -norm coefficients with the spatial JSM (referred to as SOMP),
(f) estimated 1,2 -norm coefficients with spatial joint sparse representation (the L1/L2-regularization based on block-coordinate descent algorithm can also be
found in [40]), (g) estimated Frobenius-norm-based coefficients with the nonlocal joint collaboration model (referred to as the NJCRC algorithm), and (l) estimated
locality-constrained Frobenius-norm-based coefficients with the nonlocal joint collaboration model (referred to as the NJCRC-LAD algorithm). The MATLAB
codes of all the sparsity-based algorithms that we use here can be freely downloaded from [40].

Fig. 3. Normalized residuals for each class for the pixel located at (111, 75) in the Indian Pines image. (a) SRC algorithm with the 0 -norm constraint, (b) SRC
with the 1 -norm constraint, (c) CRC with the 2 -norm constraint, (d) CRC-LAD with the 2 -norm regularization and locally adaptive dictionary constraint,
(e) JSRC algorithm with the row,0 -norm constraint, (f) estimated 1,2 -norm coefficients with spatial joint sparse representation, (g) NJCRC with the Frobeniusnorm constraint, and (l) NJCRC-LAD with the Frobenius-norm regularization and locally adaptive dictionary constraint.

their corresponding residuals. It can be observed in Fig. 3
that all the classifiers can identify the pixel properly, but the
coefficient vectors for each algorithm are largely different, as
shown in Fig. 2. For the 0 norm in SRC and its matrix form,
the row,0 norm in JSRC, it can be seen that the nonzero coef-

ficients mainly locate in Classes 6 and 13–15, and the residuals
associated with Class 6 have the smallest value, which suggests
that the dominant contributions mainly come from the training
samples associated with Class 6. For the 1 norm in SRC and
its matrix form, the 1,2 norm, the sparse vector illustrated in
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Fig. 4. Classification results versus parameters for the four collaboration-based algorithms. (a) Regularization parameter λ for CRC, CRC-LAD, NJCRC, and
NJCRC-LAD. (b) Number of locally adaptive dictionary atoms L for CRC-LAD and NJCRC-LAD. (c) Size of the spatial neighborhood T for NJCRC and
NJCRC-LAD. (d) Number of joint signals K in NJCRC and NJCRC-LAD.
TABLE III
S PEED W ITH THE I NDIAN P INES H YPERSPECTRAL I MAGE
FOR THE S INGLE -S IGNAL A LGORITHMS

TABLE IV
S PEED W ITH THE I NDIAN P INES H YPERSPECTRAL I MAGE
FOR THE J OINT-S IGNAL A LGORITHMS

Fig. 2(b) and (f) shows a similar observation to the 0 -norm
case. We can also see that the training samples in Class 6
contribute the most and the training samples in Classes 13–15
also work as collaborative partners. Although the CRC labeling
is correct for this pixel, as shown in Fig. 3(c), the difference
between the residuals of all the classes is not large, which is
the reason why CRC achieves the worst classification result,
as shown in Table II. With the locally adaptive dictionary, the
CRC-LAD and NJCRC-LAD algorithms achieve sparse coefficients and the best residual distributions. It should be noted that
all the coefficients shown in Fig. 2 have nonzero values associated with other classes, except for Class 6. That is to say, the
training pixels from the other classes also participate in the lin-

ear representation of the test pixel, which is the working mechanism of the CR. We also compare Fig. 3(d) with Fig. 3(c), which
suggest that the dictionary is pruned by K-NN in the locally
adaptive dictionary construction.
We next investigate the effects of the regularization parameter λ for the four collaboration-based classifications (CRC,
CRC-LAD, NJCRC, and NJCRC-LAD). For NJCRC-LAD,
we fix the rest of the parameters as K = 45, T = 81, and
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Fig. 5. Classification results with the University of Pavia image: (a) False-color image (R: 102, G: 56, B: 31), (b) training set, (c) test set, (d) SVM, (e) CRC,
(f) SRC, (g) CRC-LAD, (h) JSRC, (i) NJCRC, and (j) NJCRC-LAD.

L = 110. In Fig. 4(a), the horizontal axis indicates the regularization parameter λ, and the vertical axis shows the corresponding optimal overall accuracy (in percent) of the different
collaboration-based algorithms. It can be clearly observed that
the proposed NJCRC-LAD method yields the best accuracy.
With the increase in λ, the performances of the algorithms
improve quite slowly and then quickly decline when λ exceeds
a certain threshold, which suggests that the accuracies for these
collaboration-based algorithms are robust with regard to the
regularization parameter λ.
We then focus on the effects of the locally adaptive dictionary
for the CRC-LAD and NJCRC-LAD algorithms. In Fig. 4(b),
we fix the rest of the parameters for NJCRC-LAD as λ =
1 × 10−5 , T = 81, and K = 45 and set λ = 1 × 10−5 for CRCLAD. It can be observed that both the plots rise quickly and
reach a maximum point and then become relatively stable, and
the performance of NJCRC-LAD is better and more stable than
that of CRC-LAD.
The joint spatial aspects of the NJCRC-LAD algorithm contain two parameters: the neighborhood size T and the number
of nonlocal hyperspectral signals K. We fix λ = 1 × 10−5 and
L = 110 and show the plots of the classification results versus
the two parameters in Fig. 4(c) and (d), respectively. Both
plots rise quickly and reach a maximum point and then remain
relatively stable with only a tiny decline, which shows the
robustness of the proposed NJCRC-LAD method.
We next compare the running times of the various classification algorithms. Table III shows the running times of the three
single-signal algorithms (CRC, CRC-LAD, and SRC with a fast
1 -minimization method named LASSO), and Table IV shows

TABLE V
N INE G ROUND -T RUTH C LASSES IN THE ROSIS U NIVERSITY OF PAVIA
DATA S ET AND THE T RAINING AND T EST S AMPLE S ETS FOR E ACH C LASS

the running times of the two joint-signal algorithms (JSRC and
NJCRC-LAD). The optimal classification accuracies can be
found in Table II. In Tables III and IV, the speedup denotes
the ratio of the processing time of the CR-related algorithm
to that of the corresponding SR-related approach under the
same neighborhood size, and the optimal speedup denotes the
ratio of the processing time of the CR-related algorithm to
that of the SR-related method under the corresponding optimal
neighborhood size. For the Indian Pines image, CRC is the
fastest but gives the worst classification performance, while
CRC-LAD achieves comparable classification accuracy and is
faster than SRC. The bold font in Table IV denotes the running
time that each algorithm requires when reaching its optimal
classification performance. In Table IV, it can be observed that
the running time of the proposed NJCRC-LAD method is less
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TABLE VI
C LASSIFICATION ACCURACY ( IN P ERCENT ) FOR THE U NIVERSITY OF PAVIA I MAGE W ITH THE T EST S ET

than that of the JSRC algorithm with the same neighborhood
size, and the speedup becomes greater with the increase in the
neighborhood size. The optimal size for JSRC is smaller than
that for NJCRC-LAD, which indicates the effectiveness of the
nonlocal signal selection approach.

TABLE VII
S PEED W ITH THE U NIVERSITY OF PAVIA I MAGE
FOR THE S INGLE -S IGNAL A LGORITHMS

B. ROSIS Urban Data: University of Pavia, Italy
This scene was acquired by the Reflective Optics System
Imaging Spectrometer (ROSIS) sensor during a flight campaign
over Pavia, Northern Italy. The number of spectral bands is
103, and the image size is 610 × 610 pixels. We cut a patch
sized 610 × 340 pixels from the original image. The geometric
resolution is 1.3 m. The false-color composite of the University
of Pavia image is shown in Fig. 5(a). This image contains
nine ground-truth classes, as shown in Table V. We randomly
sampled 50 pixels in each class as the training samples and the
remainder as the test samples. The training and test sets can be
seen visually in Fig. 5(b) and (c), respectively.
The classification results using SVM, CRC, SRC, CRCLAD, JSRC, NJCRC, and NJCRC-LAD are visually shown in
Fig. 5(d)–(j), respectively. The quantitative evaluations, which
consist of the classification accuracy for each class, the overall
accuracy, and the kappa coefficient, are shown in Table VI.
The optimal parameters for the NJCRC-LAD method are as
follows: K = 35, L = 100, λ = 1 × 10−3 , and T = 81. The
corresponding optimal neighborhood size for JSRC is T = 25.
From Table VI, it can be clearly observed that the NJCRC
and CRC-LAD methods achieve large improvements over
the original CRC method, which confirms the effectiveness
of the proposed nonlocal signal matrix construction method
and the locally adaptive dictionary atom selection strategy,
respectively. By integrating the two techniques, the proposed
NJCRC-LAD method yields the best overall accuracy, kappa
coefficient, and classification accuracy for the most classes
among the various state-of-the-art classification methods.
Tables VII and VIII show the running times with the University of Pavia image for the single- and joint-signal algorithms, respectively. Generally speaking, the running times for
the collaboration-based algorithms are faster than those of the
sparsity-based algorithms. The bold font in Table VIII denotes
the running time that each algorithm takes when reaching its
optimal classification performance. The reason that the optimal
speedup is less than one is mainly caused by the different spatial
neighborhood sizes for these two algorithms. In addition, in the

TABLE VIII
S PEED W ITH THE U NIVERSITY OF PAVIA I MAGE
FOR THE J OINT-S IGNAL A LGORITHMS

Fig. 6. Classification results versus spatial neighborhood size for the three
joint spatial information algorithms.

proposed NJCRC-LAD method, the selection method for both
the nonlocal hyperspectral signals and locally adaptive dictionary atoms is the K-NN method, which is quite time consuming
and occupies most of the running time of the proposed NJCRCLAD classification method.
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Fig. 7. Classification results with the Washington DC image: (a) False-color image (R: 63, G: 52, B: 36), (b) training set, (c) test set, (d) SVM, (e) CRC, (f) SRC,
(g) CRC-LAD, (h) JSRC, (i) NJCRC, and (j) NJCRC-LAD.

The plot in Fig. 6 shows the classification overall accuracy
versus the neighborhood size for the three joint spatial information algorithms. The horizontal axis indicates the spatial
neighborhood size T , and the vertical axis shows the corresponding optimal overall accuracy (in percent) of the different
joint algorithms. It can be seen that the proposed NJCRC-LAD
method yields the best overall accuracy for all the neighborhood
sizes and shows the best robustness.

TABLE IX
S IX G ROUND -T RUTH C LASSES OF THE HYDICE WASHINGTON DC
M ALL DATA S ET AND THE T RAINING AND T EST S ETS FOR E ACH C LASS

C. HYDICE Data Set: Washington DC Image
This image is a part of an airborne hyperspectral data flight
line over the Washington DC Mall, which was acquired by the
Hyperspectral Digital Image Collection Experiment (HYDICE)
sensor and is provided with the permission of the Spectral
Information Technology Application Center of Virginia, which
was responsible for its collection. The sensor system used in
this case measured a pixel response in 210 bands in the 0.4- to
2.4-μm region of the visible and infrared spectrum. Bands in the
0.9- and 1.4-μm regions where the atmosphere is opaque have
been omitted from the data set, leaving 191 bands. The data set
contains 280 scan lines, with 307 pixels in each scan line. The
false-color composite of the Washington DC image is shown
in Fig. 7(a). This image contains six ground-truth classes, as
shown in Table IX. For each of the six classes, we randomly
chose around 5% of the labeled samples for training and the
rest for testing. The training and test sets are visually shown
in Fig. 7(b) and (c), respectively. In addition, the numbers of
training and test samples are also shown in Table IX.
The classification quantitative evaluation results are summarized in Table X, and the classification maps are visually shown
in Fig. 7(d)–(j). The optimal parameters for NJCRC-LAD are
as follows: K = 9, L = 110, λ = 1 × 10−4 , and T = 49. The
corresponding optimal neighborhood size for JSRC is T = 9.
It can be seen that the proposed NJCRC-LAD method achieves
the best overall classification result. The running times for all
the methods are shown in Tables XI and XII, which show
similar observations to the previous two experiments. Fig. 8
shows the classification overall accuracies versus the neighborhood size for the three joint spatial information algorithms.

It is demonstrated that the classifiers with nonlocal signal
matrix selection tend to be more robust than JSRC with the
increase in the neighborhood size. It is also concluded that the
classification performance for NJCRC-LAD is the best among
all the classifiers, with excellent robustness.

V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a novel NJCRC-LAD for
HSI classification. First, we utilize the CR mechanism and
build a JCM to incorporate neighborhood pixels under the joint
collaboration assumption. Next, to reject the neighboring pixels
that are dissimilar to the central test one, a nonlocal joint-signal
selection method is introduced to better fulfill the joint collaboration assumption. Finally, a subdictionary is constructed,
which is adaptive to the nonlocal signal matrix, to replace the
general dictionary. The proposed NJCRC-LAD method was
tested on three HSIs. The extensive experimental results clearly
show that the proposed NJCRC-LAD method achieves superior
classification performance.
However, the proposed algorithm still has room for improvement. For instance, the method used to determine the
nonlocal joint signals and the active locally adaptive atoms is
the K-NN method, which is simple but time consuming. K-NN
increases the computational burden, particularly in the highspatial-resolution case. Other smart methods for the selection
with low complexity could be taken into consideration.
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TABLE X
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TABLE XI
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